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Abstract
We present an isogeometric design and analysis approach based on NURBS-compatible subdivision surfaces.
The approach enables the description of watertight free-form surfaces of arbitrary degree, including conic sections
and an accurate simulation and analysis based directly on the designed surface.
To explore the seamless integration of design and analysis provided by the isogeometric approach, we built a
prototype software which combines free-form modelling tools with thin shell simulation tools to offer the designer
a wide range of design and analysis instruments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling

1. Introduction

One challenge in the computer aided design (CAD) of new
products is to ensure structural stability of the resulting ge-
ometry. Finite Element (FE) analysis, typically based on a
FE mesh derived from the CAD model, is used to test the
stability of a virtual object. Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a
relatively new FE method, where analysis is based directly
on the CAD model. IGA has been successfully applied us-
ing geometry representations commonly employed in CAD
or animation, namely NURBS [HCB05], subdivision sur-
faces [COS00], and more recently T-splines [BCC∗10]. Be-
cause the approach does not require the creation of a separate
FE mesh, IGA facilitates an optimal integration of modelling
and analysis tools into a single software.

We present an IGA framework based on NURBS compat-
ible subdivision [CADS09]. This framework combines the
advantages of NURBS and subdivision surfaces for analysis:
Like with NURBS, arbitrary degrees offer greater flexibil-
ity for modelling and faster convergence for analysis. Also,
rational representations, necessary for an accurate descrip-
tion of conic sections, are provided. Because non-uniform
knot spacing is supported, creases and boundaries can now
be parametrised correctly in a subdivision setting.
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Figure 1: Example of a pipe subject to internal pressure.
A control mesh (1) is refined once to increase the degrees
of freedom. Simulation results (2-4) are coloured based on
error to the analytic solution. Non-rational CAD represen-
tations, like Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces (2), lead to
vertical artefacts in the analysis result because conic sec-
tions cannot be described accurately. These artefacts do not
occur when employing a surface representation which in-
cludes a rational expression, like NURBS-compatible subdi-
vision surfaces of degree 3 (3). Using higher degree surfaces,
like degree 5 NURBS-compatible subdivision (4), improves
the convergence of the simulation and enhances the results
for the same number of elements in the analysis.

The arbitrary topology property of subdivision surfaces
provides the designer with watertight free-form meshes, an
important prerequisite for correct analysis. The multilevel
resolution property of subdivision surfaces enables the de-
signer to easily perform the analysis at different resolution
levels, depending on the required accuracy of the simulation
results.
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We propose to include an IGA framework based on
NURBS compatible subdivision [CADS09] into modelling
software to give designers access to analysis and simulation
tools throughout all design stages within their software. By
providing a general IGA framework, many new design tools
may be integrated into modelling applications.

Some of the advantages of having analysis tools available
during the design stage are described in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4 we show how we provide physics based modelling
tools without difficulty within our IGA design and analysis
software to offer a clay-like modelling paradigm in addition
to design by modification of control points.

2. Simulation

The IGA implementation presented here focuses on isogeo-
metric thin shell analysis. A thin shell is a 3D elastic solid
of which one dimension is small with respect to the two oth-
ers. This particular geometry covers a wide range of engi-
neering designs. For analysis this geometry is formulated in
terms of the middle surface of the shell and we only require
two-manifold meshes for the simulation. This corresponds
directly to how such objects are represented in CAD mod-
elling applications.

The mechanical response of a thin shell to forces is de-
scribed by the Kirchhoff-Love theory in terms of the first and
second fundamental forms of the original and deformed sur-
faces (e.g., [TWK59]). The response of a thin shell to exter-
nal forces is particularly sensitive to the shape of a shell sur-
face. Figure 1(2) shows the effect of small deviations from
a true conic section due to the CAD representation not sup-
porting rational expressions.

To provide the important rational description and to be
able to explore improved convergence of higher degree sur-
faces, see Figure 1(4), we extended the subdivision based
thin shell analysis formulation by Cirak et al. [COS00] to
Cashman’s NURBS compatible subdivision [CADS09]. In
particular this required an extension of Stam’s exact evalu-
ation algorithm [Sta98] to rational, higher degree surfaces.
Further details can be found in [RSAF15].

3. Analysis Tools

Thin shell analysis not only computes deformations due to
external forces, but also includes the calculation of important
physical quantities like internal material stresses caused by
the deformation. Based on the stresses and the assumed ma-
terial used for the simulation the structural stability of thin
shells can be assessed. We integrated IGA tools into mod-
elling software to provide the designer with valuable feed-
back on structural properties of the design throughout every
design stage.

The von Mises stress is a scalar value that can be com-
pared to the yield strength of a material to predict struc-
tural problems. We compute von Mises stresses at material

Figure 2: The subdivision control mesh of a chair (1) used
for design and analysis and the limit CAD surface of the
chair model (2). The surface is coloured according to the
von Mises stress (3) computed from the deformation caused
by a force “sitting” on the chair. The force is defined by the
designer by placing a proxy force as shown in Figure 5. The
visualisation enables the designer to detect structural prob-
lems with the design. The framework also simplifies the eval-
uation of other surface quantities, e.g. mean curvature (4).

points on the middle surface of the thin shell, described by
the subdivision surface, to get a scalar field which can be
visualised directly in the modelling application by colour-
ing the surface, see Figure 2(3). The maximum value of the
colour ramp used to visualise the stresses is set to the yield
strength of the material chosen by the designer. This visual-
isation enables the designer to detect structural problems in
the design for a particular choice of material. The designer
may change shape or material properties accordingly to im-
prove the design with respect to structural stability.

Having IGA simulation available as a general tool within
a modelling application offers many new possibilities to
analyse the designed surfaces.

Being able to integrate arbitrary functions on the designed
surface, a requirement for isogeometric analysis, simplifies
the implementation of many common mesh analysis features
in design software. For example, a common task in CAD is
to compute the surface area of the designed free-form sur-
face. While almost all NURBS based engineering/CAD soft-
ware have this feature available, most free-from modelling
tools based on subdivision do not. At best, the surface area
of the subdivision surface is approximated with the surface
area of a subdivided mesh. With the isogeometric analysis
framework available the surface area of the subdivision limit
surface can be computed without having to create a dense
polygonal mesh. Using the IGA framework we can compute
the surface area of the limit surface with high accuracy with
just a few lines of code provided by the user or a plugin:

def e l e m e n t _ a r e a ( shape_fun , coords , weight ,
e l e m e n t _ a c c u m u l a t o r ) :

# compute t a n g e n t v e c t o r s
t = s h a p e _ f u n . f i r s t _ d e r i v a t i v e s ∗ c o o r d s
# area i s norm o f normal v e c t o r
a = norm ( c r o s s ( t [ 0 ] , t [ 1 ] )
re turn e l e m e n t _ a c c u m u l a t o r + a ∗ we ig h t

# i n t e g r a t e area a t e l e m e n t q u a d r a t u r e p o i n t s
e l e m _ r e s u l t s = s u r f . i n t e g r a t e ( e l e m e n t _ a r e a )
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t o t a l _ a r e a = sum ( e l e m _ r e s u l t s )

The ability to evaluate and integrate arbitrary functions
can also be used to efficiently compute various other surface
properties requiring derivative information (e.g. curvature,
see Figure 2(4)), or volume information which considers the
assumed thickness of a shell like structure.

4. Modelling Tools

By integrating isogeometric thin shell simulation into the
modelling software new interesting modelling tools can be
provided.

Because the simulation models realistic physical be-
haviour of thin objects, it can be used to provide the designer
with a range of physics based modelling tools in addition
to simply moving control points. Physics based modelling
tools are particularly interesting for designs which are de-
scribed by dense control meshes where many control points
may have to be moved to achieve a new variation of the de-
sign (see [BS08] for an overview).

The geometry of a thin shell shape may be modified by
either defining forces acting on the thin shell which cause
deformations, much like modelling virtual clay, or by set-
ting constraints. Typically, constraints and forces are used
together to define deformations. Constraints are used to fix
parts of the surface in place while forces are applied to other
parts of the surface, causing the deformation.

Forces can also be defined to specify interesting new mod-
elling operations. For example, using the thin shell simula-
tion, inflation can be defined in terms of a uniform internal
pressure (see Figure 3(4)). Additionally, constraints can be
used to restrict the inflation to some parts of the mesh.

By modifying/displacing control points and constraining
these control points to their new position the thin shell sim-
ulation will determine a new geometric shape depending on
the chosen constraints and predefined material properties. In
this way the designer can modify the geometry of the subdi-
vision surface by applying a few displacement constraints to
the subdivision control points to deform the resulting subdi-
vision limit surface in a physically realistic way. In the sim-
plest form, these constraints can be specified by the user as
(x,y,z) displacements for certain control points of the sub-
division surface. For example, a prescribed displacement of
(0,0,0) fixes the vertex in place, while all non constraint
vertices are free to be moved by the simulation.

Figure 3 compares a modification of a design by moving
control points (2) to physics based modelling tools (3, 4).
Both modelling modes are readily available to the designer
from within one design software.

Intuitive methods to specify constraints on control points
may be implemented. Figure 4 shows an example of a sketch
based deformation approach. To constrain control points of

Figure 3: (1) A subdivision control mesh together with its
corresponding limit surface. (2) Limit subdivision surface
after translating two control points as indicated by red ar-
rows in (1). (3) Limit thin shell surface after constraining
control points to new positions, as indicated by red arrows
in (1). (4) Inflated thin shell surface as a result of apply-
ing internal pressure to middle surface described by control
mesh shown in (1).

Figure 4: Constraints specified by user sketched curves. To
deform a subdivision surface defined by a control mesh (left)
the user sketches the outline of the deformation (center)
and the surface deforms due to constraints created from the
sketched curves (right).

the surface to the sketching curves, the curves are first discre-
tised into a number of line segments. Then, for each vertex
in the discretised curves, the closest control point pi of the
subdivision surface is searched. Each curve vertex is added
to a set of potential constraint-positions Ti for this closest
control point. Afterwards, an offset vector is computed from
all control points pi to the nearest curve vertex in Ti. This
offset vector is then applied as a displacement constraint for
the simulation. Alternatively, constraints may be defined by
selecting and dragging parts of the subdivision surface. Con-
trol points are selected by mouse click, while the drag de-
fines the displacement offset that is applied to the selected
control point.

More complex constraints like pinning of material points,
so that the thin shell surface passes through a given point,
can be achieved with Lagrange multipliers, which allow
to express constraints as linear combinations of vertex dis-
placements. To pin a material point of the thin shell, the lin-
ear combination of vertices of the subdivision mesh defining
the limit point location, is constraint to zero.

5. Implementation

We implemented a prototype based on the ideas presented in
the previous sections for the open source modelling software
Blender.

The implementation consists of two parts. The first part
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Figure 5: Visualisation of von Mises stresses on a roof sup-
porting structure subject to a load. The load is defined by
the designer within the modelling software Blender by plac-
ing proxy geometry on the top of the structure.

adds support for NURBS compatible subdivision surfaces to
Blender. This geometry representation is currently not avail-
able in any other modelling software. The second part pro-
vides the isogeometric thin shell framework based on the
NURBS compatible subdivision surfaces. Both parts are im-
plemented as a plugin for Blender using its Python API. The
thin shell simulation can be used in two modes from within
Blender. In the first mode, the user specifies forces and con-
straints and then explicitly starts the simulation. This is use-
ful if the user wants to setup a particular scenario and then
use the deformed result or inspect the resulting stresses, as
shown in Figure 5. The second mode enables the user to in-
teractively deform the surface. Once activated, the user can
interactively click and drag the surface, or sketch deforma-
tion outlines as described in Section 4. Stress visualisation is
also available after interactive deformation of the surface.

To optimise the response time of the simulation in the in-
teractive mode, the stiffness matrix required for the simula-
tion is computed before the user interacts with the surface,
for example while the designer specifies additional forces
and constraints. The stiffness matrix can then be used to
quickly compute linear deformation solutions for any user
interaction, as long as the initial geometry does not change.
If the geometry of the surface changes, the stiffness matrix
is recalculated.

The interactive mode is very useful to quickly create real-
istic deformations for a coarse subdivision surface. The res-
olution of the subdivision surface can be chosen according
to the desired detail of the required simulation or physical
modelling. However, the time of analysis increases with the
density of the mesh.

6. Discussion

We have presented an implementation of an IGA framework
based on NURBS compatible subdivision. This framework
was employed to analyse thin shells geometries which are
notoriously sensitive to small shape deviations. The pre-
sented framework offers the advantages of both, NURBS
and subdivision for analysis. It supports rational expres-
sions, necessary for the correct description of conic sections,

and higher degrees, which have shown to improve the con-
vergence of analysis. Subdivision surfaces offer watertight
meshes, a prerequisite for analysis and multiresolution ca-
pabilities.

The IGA framework has been incorporated in a modelling
software. We have shown that isogeometric analysis in de-
sign applications is interesting with respect to simplifying
the implementation of current mesh analysis features in the
software as well as for adding new features. Users of the
software get valuable feedback on the physical plausibility
of their design as well as more intuitive modelling tools for
creating realistic deformations. If the isogeometric analysis
framework is exposed to the scripting API of the modelling
application, many new types of plugins may be created.

The biggest challenge is currently the performance of the
simulation. For complex meshes the computation of the sim-
ulation result can still take a long time. However, as for ex-
ample the work by Weber [WBS∗13] shows, near real time
performance can be achieved for FE computations by of-
floading work to the GPU. This is a very promising direction
for future optimisations of the interactive implementation of
IGA tools.
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